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Abstract

Background: Cadaveric intervertebral discs are often studied for a variety of research

questions, and outcomes are interpreted in the in vivo context. Unfortunately, the

cadaveric disc does not inherently represent the LIVE condition, such that the disc

structure (geometry), composition (T2 relaxation time), and mechanical function

(opening pressure, OP) measured in the cadaver do not necessarily represent the in

vivo disc.

Methods: We conducted serial evaluations in the Yucatan minipig of disc geometry,

T2 relaxation time, and OP to quantify the changes that occur with progressive

dissection and used axial loading to restore the in vivo condition.

Results: We found no difference in any parameter from LIVE to TORSO; thus, within

2 h of sacrifice, the TORSO disc can represent the LIVE condition. With serial dissec-

tion and sample preparation the disc height increased (SEGMENT height 18% higher

than TORSO), OP decreased (POTTED was 67% lower than TORSO), and T2 time

was unchanged. With axial loading, an imposed stress of 0.20–0.33 MPa returned

the disc to in vivo, LIVE disc geometry and OP, although T2 time was decreased.

There was a linear correlation between applied stress and OP, and this was con-

served across multiple studies and species.

Conclusion: To restore the LIVE disc state in human studies or other animal models,

we recommend measuring the OP/stress relationship and using this relationship to

select the applied stress necessary to recover the in vivo condition.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Experiments using cadaveric intervertebral disc SEGMENTS are fre-

quently interpreted in the context of in vivo disc function for research

related to back pain, degeneration, surgery, implants, computational

models, engineered discs, and mechanobiology.1–3 However, there are

substantial differences in the loading conditions between the LIVE,

in vivo spine and excised motion SEGMENTS (bone-disc-bone). These dif-

ferences can alter disc size, shape, hydration, pressure, residual stress,

and mechanical behavior.4 Many studies have evaluated disc structure
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and mechanical behavior in healthy and pathological discs through

imaging, mechanical testing, and finite element modeling.1,2,4–13 These

tools are essential for quantifying healthy disc mechanics, evaluating

the changes that occur with injury or degeneration, and pre-clinical

testing of repair and replacement devices. The outcomes of such stud-

ies influence clinical practice; therefore, it is imperative to quantify the

differences between in vivo and cadaveric conditions, and ideally,

identify methods for replicating the in vivo disc state.

To mimic the LIVE condition, many studies impose an axial preload

(LOAD) that is either based on an estimation of in vivo loading or

nucleus pressure.2,4,6,14–29 However, the target preload and nucleus

pressures imposed across studies are highly variable. Prior work has

found that axial preloading stiffens the disc, changes the size of the

neutral zone, and reduces the range of motion.2,14,30,31 For human

segment testing, nucleus pressurization (preloads) vary from 0 to

2.3 MPa (0–4400 N) and the preload is held for anywhere from a few

minutes to the full duration of mechanical testing (sometimes called a

follower load).15–17,24,26–30,32 Some preloads are based on previously

made in vivo measures,22,33 while other studies do not impose a pre-

load or provide rationale. The inconsistency, driven by a lack of evi-

dence for chosen targets, makes it difficult to translate the results to

the LIVE, in vivo state.

The disc reference state is defined by geometry, composition, and

the internal/external loading of the disc immediately preceding experi-

mental evaluations. The experimental reference state varies across

studies, and it is difficult to evaluate whether the experimental refer-

ence state is representative of the LIVE disc state. Major contributors

to the LIVE disc state are the surrounding structures: bones, muscles,

tendons, and ligaments, which are often reduced or removed in

excised specimens, substantially altering the disc loading environment

and therefore the disc reference state. Previous studies have shown

how sequential dissection of these elements alters the biomechanics

of the spine.34,35 Ideally, the disc reference state in an experiment

should mimic the LIVE disc. However, evaluating the LIVE disc is often

difficult or impractical; fortunately, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

can be used to repeatedly and non-invasively assess disc structure

and composition, while disc opening pressure (OP) can be measured

with minimally invasive techniques. Evaluating the in vivo reference

state parameters of structure, composition, and pressure will enable

the field to better translate ex vivo, experimental study outcomes to

the LIVE condition; thus, improving clinical interpretation.

The structural, compositional, and functional differences that

arise between the LIVE and excised disc conditions have not been suf-

ficiently quantified under a consistent framework, limiting our ability

to interpret cadaveric study outcomes in the context of the in vivo

disc. MRI can provide non-invasive, serial evaluation of disc structure

and T2 relaxation time and disc OP can be evaluated to collectively

assess the changes that arise from dissection, sample preparation and

applied loading conditions.22,33,36–39 The purpose of this work was to

quantify the progressive disc geometry (structure), MRI T2 relaxation

time (composition), and nucleus pressure changes (mechanical func-

tion) in the intervertebral disc from LIVE to excised bone-disc-bone

SEGMENTS. To detect when changes occur, we conducted sequential

isolation and reduction processes. We made comparisons with

repeated measures for specific pairs of conditions, such as between

LIVE and TORSO. The results of this work will inform methods for repli-

cating the LIVE reference condition in experimental studies.

2 | METHODS

14 Yucatan minipigs (7 male, 7 female) �18 months old, weighing 50–

90 kg, were used. The animals came from the terminal timepoint of

another unrelated study with approval by the University of Delaware

IACUC. The minipigs had 15 thoracic and 6 lumbar vertebrae. The

anatomic descriptions for humans and quadrupeds differ, herein it

was assumed that anterior is ventral and posterior is dorsal. The

geometry, T2 time, and pressurization changes throughout specimen

dissection and preparation were evaluated with magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) and disc opening pressures (OP).

2.1 | MRI

2.1.1 | Specimen conditions

Dissection processing

Four conditions were assessed to quantify the changes that occur

with sample dissection; see Table 1 for sample sizes and levels evalu-

ated. First, the LIVE, anesthetized animal was imaged, followed by

imaging the fresh cadaver TORSO within 2 h of sacrifice (both at body

temperature �37–39�C). The next state for imaging was the intact

lumbar SPINE with surrounding musculature and ligaments intact, and

lastly, individual bone-disc-bone motion SEGMENT with minimal sur-

rounding tissue and intact facets were imaged (both at room tempera-

ture �20�C). All MRI was conducted within normal MRI specific

absorption rate limits.

Specimen preparation and loading conditions

Additional conditions were used to understand the changes that occur

with sample preparation and applied loading conditions (Table 2);

these conditions were imposed on n = 6 L3-L4 discs. The methods

used mimic the preparation and pre-loading process many researchers

use to prepare spine segments for mechanical testing.4,6,19,28,30,40–42

First, the superior and inferior vertebrae of dissected SEGMENT were

POTTED in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) bone cement. The POTTED

segments were stored and imaged in a supine position, such that the

weight of the potting material would not be imposed on the disc.

Next, axial LOAD was applied and the segment was allowed to equili-

brate under load in a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) bath for 18 h.

The LOAD was applied to achieve a nominal axial stress of 0.22

± 0.11 MPa (mean ± stdev), which is within the range of intradiscal

pressure previously measured in supine human and bovine lumbar

discs.18,43,44 After assessing the LOAD condition, the load was

removed, and the segments were allowed to free swell in a PBS bath

for 18 h before the SWELL condition was measured. Lastly, the loading

was repeated, LOAD 2, and segments were equilibrated in a PBS bath

for another 18 h.
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2.1.2 | Disc geometry acquisition, analysis, and
statistics

A 3T Siemens Prisma MRI scanner was utilized for all scans. First, a

T1-weighted FLASH (Fast Low Angle Shot) scan was used to evaluate

disc geometry. Scan details are provided in Table 3. The field of view,

number of slices and slice thickness were varied across conditions

because the whole animal and intact spine required a larger imaging

profile than the individual segments. For the LIVE, TORSO, and SPINE

conditions the MRI table spine coil was used and for the subsequent

SEGMENT conditions the specimens' physical size and quantity of sur-

rounding tissue were substantially reduced, therefore flex coils were

used to improve signal return. To ensure consistent evaluation

between conditions, all T1 FLASH images were sub-sampled to

0.1 � 0.1 � 0.5 mm3 with Convert3D,45 allowing for consistent

selection of the mid-sagittal slice and identification of disc

boundaries.

The T1-weighted FLASH images were used to assess disc geome-

try. From the mid-sagittal slice, a custom Matlab script was used to

trace the disc boundary to determine the sagittal disc area and a line

was drawn anterior–posterior to determine the sagittal disc width

(Figure 1A).36,46 The disc height (HDisc) was calculated as the nucleus

mid-sagittal area (ANuc) divided by the nucleus anterior–posterior

width (WNuc) (Figure 1B).

TABLE 1 Specimen states assessed with MRI for changes with dissection. Comparisons denotes where repeated measures were performed
between pairs of conditions, with sample sizes as shown.

Condition Schematic Details

LIVE Animal under anesthesia

TORSO
Whole animal torso within 
2 hours of sacrifice

SPINE
Intact, excised spine from 
mid-thoracic to sacrum

SEGMENT
Vertebrae-disc-vertebrae 
motion segments

LIVE and TORSO
4 pigs x 8 levels = 32 discs 

(T14-S1)

TORSO and SPINE
6 pigs x 8 levels = 48 discs

(T14-S1)

SPINE and SEGMENT
8 pigs x 3 levels = 24 discs

(L1-L2, L3-L4, L5-L6)

Comparisons

TABLE 2 Specimen states assessed for changes with specimen preparation and loading conditions in the
L3-L4 disc (6 pigs � 1 level = 6 discs).

sliateDcitamehcSnoitidnoC

SPINE Intact, excised spine from mid-thoracic to sacrum

SEGMENT Vertebrae-disc-vertebrae motion segments

POTTED Bone ends potted in PMMA bone cement

LOAD Segment with load imposed and in PBS bath for 18 hours

SWELL Segment supine in PBS bath for 18 hours

LOAD 2 Segment with load imposed and in PBS bath for 18 hours

Note: All evaluations were done with matched pairs across the listed conditions.
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HDisc ¼ ANuc

WNuc
ð1Þ

Additionally, the axial disc area (see Equation (3) in Opening Pres-

sure Methods) was used to calculate the nominal stress in the LOAD

cases as the applied load divided by the axial cross sectional disc area

(CSADisc):

σ¼ Load
CSADisc

ð2Þ

Data were displayed with box and whisker plots, where the cen-

ter line is the median, colored box boundaries are the 25% and 75%

quantiles, and the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range

unless this exceeds the data range, in which case the whiskers end at

the maximum/minimum data value. Statistical analysis was conducted

with repeated, matched pair Students t-tests and Bonferroni correc-

tion. Post hoc power analyses were performed to confirm that the

sample sizes achieved a power of at least 0.9.

2.1.3 | T2 relaxation time acquisition, analysis, and
statistics

A T2-weighted CPMG (Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill) scan was taken for

assessing the T2 relaxation time in the disc nucleus (Table 3). Prior

studies indicate that T2 time is correlated with tissue water content/

disc hydration37,47–53 and proteoglycan content.48–53 Some work also

suggests associations with collagen content,37,48,53,54 collagen

alignment,37,54 and matrix organization.37 T2 relaxation time was cal-

culated from the intensity decay in the nucleus region of interest

(Figure 1C) using a noise-corrected exponential decay function, in

accordance with our prior work.36,53 Statistical analysis was con-

ducted with paired Students t-tests and Bonferroni correction.

2.2 | Opening pressure

2.2.1 | Specimen conditions

In addition to the MRI measurements of geometry and T2 time, the

OP of the disc was assessed in a separate cohort of samples; see

Table 4 for sample sizes and levels evaluated. The OP was not mea-

sured on every sample in every condition. The OP was first measured

in the TORSO, via a posterior incision through the skin and muscle.

The spine was then excised to measure the OP of the intact SPINE,

followed by dissection of individual motion segments which were

POTTED in PMMA as previously described. After OP was evaluated in

the POTTED segments, they were placed in a PBS bath with an applied

axial stress that ranged between 0 and 0.74 MPa. Following 18 h of

loaded equilibration, the LOAD OP measurement was performed. The

load was then removed for an immediate subsequent measure of the

UNLOAD OP. At the POTTED segment and subsequent conditions, a mix-

ture of segments with intact facets and removed facets were used.

Facetectomy alters the range of motion and can greatly impact tor-

sion capacity, but it is least impactful for axial creep loading and only

has meaningful effects at high loads.2,4,16 Given the low loads

TABLE 3 MRI scan sequence parameters including repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE).

Scan Output Slices In-plane resolution (mm) Slice thickness (mm) TR (ms) TE (ms)

T1 FLASH Geometry 16–42 0.43–0.55 1–3 9.6 3.7

T2 CPMG T2 relax time 1 0.39–0.68 2–5 3000 13.6, 27.2, … 340

Note: The number of slices and slice thickness depended on the size of the specimen, where larger specimens (LIVE/TORSO/SPINE) had more slices and larger

slice thickness and smaller specimens (SEGMENT and subsequent conditions) had fewer slices and smaller slice thickness, within the ranges noted.

F IGURE 1 (A) On the FLASH MRI, the disc boundary was outlined for assessing disc area and an anterior–posterior line was drawn to assess
disc width. (B) The disc height was calculated as the nucleus area divided by the nucleus width as shown. (C) From the T2 MRI, the T2 relaxation
time was calculated for the nucleus region. (D) Using fluoroscopic guidance, the OP was measured by inserting a needle into the nucleus and
increasing the pressure until (E) the radiopaque contrast agent was visualized in the disc nucleus.
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imposed, we assume that facetectomy will not have a significant

effect on OP.

2.2.2 | Acquisition, analysis, and statistics

An IntelliSystem 25 (Merit Medical) syringe fitted with a 22G beveled

needle was used for contrast injection while the pressure was mea-

sured with the IntelliSystem Inflation System Monitor (Merit Medical).

Fluoroscopy (Orthoscan) was used to guide the needle insertion

(Figure 1D) and visually monitor for the contrast penetration

(Figure 1E). The radio-opaque contrast agent, Omnipaque at 300 mg/

mL, was pressurized and once the syringe pressure matched and

exceeded the internal disc pressure, contrast would enter the disc

space. Once contrast was visualized, the injection was stopped, and

pressure recorded.

Multiple punctures were performed on the same disc, which

could affect the OP measurement. Previous work found no perma-

nent changes in disc mechanics or height if the needle diameter was

less than 25% of the disc height, as the disc is described as having a

self-sealing effect.24,55–57 In the present study the needle diameter

(0.72 mm, 22G needle) was 24.6% of the disc height across all condi-

tions; therefore, we did not anticipate the needle puncture to influ-

ence OP measures. We checked this by comparing OP for multiple

punctures on the same disc.

Fluoroscopic images were used to estimate the axial cross-sectional

area of the disc (CSADisc). A reference standard was included and used

to scale each image. The coronal and sagittal width of the superior and

inferior endplates were measured using ImageJ. The average coronal

(WDiscCor) and sagittal (WDiscSag) width were used to estimate the CSA-

Disc based on the assumption of an ellipse as follows:

CSADisc ¼WDiscCor�WDiscSag�π

4
ð3Þ

The nominal axial stress on the disc for the LOAD case was then

calculated as the applied load divided by cross sectional area,

(Equation (2)).

The OP changes between the TORSO, SPINE, POTTED segment, and

UNLOAD segment were compared with unpaired Student's t-tests

and Bonferroni correction between conditions. The LOAD segment

was not compared with the other conditions as a range of loads were

used. The LOAD segment OP was used to establish a linear relationship

between the nominal applied load and the resultant disc OP.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | MRI

3.1.1 | Disc geometry

Effect of dissection

The effect of dissection on disc geometry, progressing from the live

animal to a single segment (Table 1), was assessed. We first assessed

whether the disc geometry in the TORSO within 2 h of sacrifice was

the same as in the LIVE spine using a paired t-test (n = 32 discs/group).

There were no significant differences in mid-sagittal disc height, ante-

rior–posterior width, or area between the LIVE and TORSO conditions

(Figure 2). These measurements were all highly correlated between

conditions (m ≈ 1, R2 ≈ 1, p < 0.001, Figure 3A–C). Therefore, the

TORSO within 2 h of sacrifice can be considered to represent the LIVE

condition.

TABLE 4 Specimen states evaluated for disc opening pressure.

snemicepSsliateDcitamehcSnoitidnoC

TORSO Whole animal or torso within 2 hours of sacrifice 10 discs

SPINE Intact, excised spine from mid-thoracic to sacrum 15 discs

POTTED Bone ends potted in PMMA bone cement 14 discs

LOAD
Segment with a load between 0.11-0.74 MPa imposed 
in PBS bath for 18 hours 15 discs

UNLOAD Segment immediately after load removed 14 discs

Note: For each condition, the levels assessed were randomized such that two animals were evaluated for 10–15 discs between T12-L5 per condition.

Every disc was not measured at every condition. All comparisons were done with unpaired groups across the listed conditions.
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The spine is regularly subjected to loads from surrounding tissue,

but with dissection many of these surrounding structures are reduced

or removed which alters the load imposed on the disc. While there

were no significant changes between the LIVE and TORSO conditions,

extracting the intact SPINE from the TORSO caused significant changes

in the disc geometry (Figure 2, Figure 3D–F). From the TORSO to SPINE

conditions, the mid-sagittal disc height and area increased, though the

anterior–posterior width did not significantly change (Figure 2).

The same trends continued when the SPINE was dissected down to

individual SEGMENT, further increasing disc height and area, with trend-

ing decreases in disc width (Figure 2). Generally, with dissection the

discs increased in mid-sagittal height and area while the anterior–pos-

terior width was maintained.

Effect of specimen preparation and loading conditions

The L3-L4 segment was assessed in a series of specimen preparation

and loading conditions, including the intact SPINE, isolated SEGMENT,

POTTED segment, LOAD segment, free SWELL segment, and repeated

LOAD 2 segment (Table 2). From the SPINE to SEGMENT conditions there

were no significant geometry changes (Figure 4). This is consistent

with the dissection comparisons above, which included L1-L2 and L4-

L5, in addition to L3-L4 (Figure 2). The mid-sagittal disc height

F IGURE 2 Mid-sagittal disc geometry assessed with MRI throughout the dissection process from the Live animal down to individual motion
segments. (A) Disc height and (C) area significantly increased from the Torso to the Spine and Segment conditions while (B) disc width was not
significantly changed between any conditions. See Table 1 for sample sizes; outcomes significant if p < 0.05.

F IGURE 3 Correlations between the Live and Torso conditions for (A) disc height, (B) disc width, and (C) disc area. All parameters were
significantly correlated with slopes of nearly one, there is no significant difference in disc geometry between the Live and Torso conditions
(paired t-test, Figure 2). Correlations between the Torso and Spine conditions for (D) disc height, (E) disc width, and (F) disc area found all
parameters were significantly correlated. See Table 1 for sample sizes.
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increased by 14% in the POTTED condition compared to the SPINE con-

dition, whereas mid-sagittal disc area and width remained unchanged

(Figure 4). Following potting, the LOAD segment was compressed with

0.22 ± 0.11 MPa stress, which reduced disc height by 22% and

increased disc width by 8% compared to the POTTED condition, with

no significant change in disc area (Figure 4). After the first 18 h load-

ing cycle, the disc was allowed to free SWELL which recovered the mid-

sagittal height, width, and area such that they were not significantly

different from the initial SEGMENT or POTTED conditions (Figure 4).

Finally, when reloaded in the LOAD 2 condition, the segment again

exhibited decreased mid-sagittal disc height and area, compared to

the preceding free SWELL segment (Figure 4). The LOAD and LOAD 2

conditions were not significantly different from each other. In

summary, specimen preparation and loading conditions mostly

impacted mid-sagittal disc height with small changes in the disc width

and area.

3.1.2 | Nucleus T2 relaxation time

Effect of dissection

In addition to disc geometry, we also sought to evaluate the T2 relaxa-

tion time of the nucleus pulposus, as the T2 time is known to strongly

correlate with disc water37,47–53 and proteoglycan content.48–53 The

T2 time did not change throughout the dissection process from LIVE to

TORSO to SPINE down to individual SEGMENT conditions (p > 0.05,

F IGURE 4 Mid-sagittal disc geometry with specimen preparation and loading conditions for n = 6L3-L4 discs. (A) Disc height increased from
the spine to potted condition. Both loading conditions decreased the disc height and free swelling increased the disc height. (B) Disc width was

significantly increased with the first loading case only. (C) Disc area decreased with the second loading but was otherwise unchanged. Outcomes
significant if p < 0.05.

F IGURE 5 (A) T2 relaxation time did not significantly change through the dissection process from Live animal to individual motion Segments
(see Table 1 for sample sizes). (B) The T2 time in the Live and Torso conditions were highly well correlated (n = 32 discs). (C) T2 time generally
decreased from the Segment to Potted to Loaded conditions, and then remained unchanged between the first Load, free Swell, and second Load
conditions (see Table 2 for sample sizes). Any groups that do not share a letter are significantly different (p < 0.05) from each other.
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Figure 5A). Furthermore, the T2 time in the LIVE and TORSO conditions

were highly correlated (R2 � 1, p < 0.001) with a linear fit slope of

nearly 1 (Figure 5B), indicating that the TORSO spine closely represents

the LIVE spine for evaluating T2 times.

Effect of specimen preparation and loading conditions

Comparing the experimental preparation conditions, the L3-L4 seg-

ments did not exhibit significant T2 time changes from the SPINE to

SEGMENT conditions (Figure 5C), similar to the L1-L2 and L4-L5 results

from the dissection conditions (Figure 5A). However, compared to

SEGMENT, T2 decreased by 12% in the POTTED condition and decreased

another 24% in the LOAD condition (Figure 5C). There was negligible

further change in the SWELL and LOAD 2 conditions. Overall, the T2

time reduced with specimen processing and, unlike geometry,

remained low throughout subsequent loading and swelling conditions.

3.2 | Disc opening pressure

Primarily, we sought to evaluate whether the disc OP is altered with

sequential dissection and the relationship between axial stress and

OP. Due to the loss of restraining structures and soft tissue preload,

we expected OP to decrease at each step. We found that OP

decreased from the TORSO to SPINE to POTTED segment conditions as

expected (Figure 6A). The intrinsic OP (POTTED, 0 MPa applied stress)

was 0.11 ± 0.06 MPa.

Following the POTTED condition, the disc was loaded for 18 h in a

bath (LOAD). The applied axial stress (LOAD), ranged from 0 to

0.74 MPa, exhibited a linear relationship with OP (R2 = 0.87,

p < 0.0001) with a slope of 1.11 and intercept of 0.082 MPa

(Figure 6B). The UNLOAD disc OP was not significantly different from

the POTTED disc OP (Figure 6A), indicating that the effect of loading is

recoverable and happens over short time scales.

From the LOAD OP/Stress relationship, we can estimate the

imposed stress that would be required to achieve a particular

OP. Given this relationship and the known TORSO OP (0.38

± 0.08 MPa), we can back-calculate the axial stress required to

achieve the measured in vivo OP from the fit line (Figure 6B). OP/

Stress relationship from Figure 6B:

OP¼1:112� Applied stressð Þþ0:082 ð4Þ

Rearranging to solve for the applied stress:

Applied stress¼OP�0:082
1:112

ð5Þ

Therefore, evaluating Equation (5) for the known TORSO OP, we

found that an applied stress of 0.27 ± 0.07 MPa should recover

in vivo disc pressurization.

There was no significant change in OP with repeated punctures

(Figure 7A). Additionally, the presence or absence of intact facets did

F IGURE 6 (A) Disc opening pressure
measurements across conditions
(n = 10–15/group). The Loaded case was
excluded from this statistical assessment
as the segments underwent a range of
load magnitudes. (B) For the Loaded
cases, the applied stress was highly
correlated with the measured disc
opening pressure. The gray area marks
the opening pressure measured in the
Torso condition for reference. Outcomes
significant if p < 0.05.

F IGURE 7 (A) Repeated needle punctures did not alter OP measured (n = 3–18/group), unpaired t-test between the number of punctures
within each condition found p > 0.3 for all conditions. (B) Potted segments with or without facets did not yield a different intrinsic OP, unpaired t-
test p > 0.3 (n = 7/group).
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not significantly impact the disc OP at the imposed stresses evaluated

(Figure 7B).

4 | DISCUSSION

This study provided serial evaluation of the geometry, T2 relaxation

time, and opening pressure (OP) of the disc to assess the changes that

occur with dissection that should be recovered in order to evaluate

the disc mechanics with reference to the LIVE condition. The study

provides evidence that the cadaver TORSO, within 2 h of sacrifice, can

be used to represent the LIVE condition and that with dissection, the

OP, and thus axial load, generally decreases. Moreover, specific

imposed loading conditions can recover disc geometry and OP to

match in vivo measures, but T2 time does not recover. Combining all

outcomes, disc geometry and disc OP were optimally recovered with

an axial stress of 0.20–0.33 MPa.

4.1 | Live and cadaver conditions not different

The disc geometry and T2 times in the LIVE and fresh cadaveric TORSO

were the same, all measures were highly correlated with slopes of

nearly one. This is a particularly valuable result as it demonstrates that

for future large animal work, at the terminal time point, the animal can

be sacrificed within 2 h prior to imaging. Cadaveric imaging eliminates

the need for veterinary anesthesia, reduces the number of critical per-

sonal required and improves imaging feasibility at terminal time points

in large animal imaging studies.

4.2 | Effect of dissection

Throughout the dissection process, surrounding tissues are removed

that impose axial restraints on the disc. From the intact TORSO to

excised SPINE (which is the state in which human cadavers for research

are generally provided) the spine is separated from the limbs and adja-

cent organs; then from the SPINE condition to the individual SEGMENTS,

the surrounding musculature, tendons, and ligaments are resected.

The removal of surrounding tissue structures resulted in progressive

reduction of OP (Figure 6A) and the increased disc height seen from

the TORSO to SPINE to SEGMENT conditions (Figure 2A), which collec-

tively support the expected trend of decreased axial load with sur-

rounding tissue reduction.

Despite significant changes in the disc geometry and OP with dis-

section, the T2 time was not significantly different throughout the

dissection conditions (Figure 5A). While there have been many studies

evaluating the factors affecting T2 relaxation time, including water

content,37,47–53 macromolecule and matrix content and organiza-

tion,37,48–54 the lack of change indicates that, the factors within the

NP which determine T2 relaxation time were not significantly altered.

Moreover, this lack of change suggests that PBS-soaked gauze was

sufficient to maintain external hydration for the SEGMENT conditions.

4.3 | Effect of specimen preparation and loading
conditions

The 0.22 ± 0.11 MPa applied stress in the LOAD and LOAD 2 conditions

successfully recovered disc geometry to within the ranges measured

for the LIVE and TORSO conditions (Figure 4A). The OP increased line-

arly with the magnitude of the stress imposed, further detailed below

(Figure 6B). Importantly, the change in OP under the conditions stud-

ied appeared to be exclusively due to hydrostatic and elastic stress.

This is supported by the linear OP/stress relationship and by the

UNLOAD segment instantaneously returning the disc to the POTTED seg-

ment pressure (Figure 6A). Given that the OP is highly dependent on

the axial load, once the spine or segment is removed from the body, if

not compressed, the disc pressure and geometry no longer effectively

mimic the in vivo disc.

We anticipated the free SWELL condition would enable fluid-

uptake by the disc and induce substantial increases in disc geometry

parameters. The disc nucleus is densely populated by proteoglycans

which are responsible for maintaining the disc fluid content. In the

absence of external loads, the disc was able to expand axially, and we

found that the disc height increased following the free SWELL. Interest-

ingly, the disc width remained unchanged. The disc was free to

expand laterally, but was likely limited by attachment to the adjacent

vertebral bodies and the fibrous annulus. The disc sagittal area was

trending toward an increase compared to the LOAD segment, likely

driven by the increased disc height and maintained disc width.

4.4 | T2 time effects

The POTTED T2 time was not significantly different from the SPINE T2

time; thus, fluid motion in the disc space was likely minimal through-

out the potting process, where it was necessary to handle the seg-

ment and leave it on the bench (wrapped in PBS-soaked gauze) in a

vertical position while the PMMA cured.

The T2 time was substantially reduced with the first LOAD condi-

tion, presumably due to fluid exudation with the applied axial stress.

After LOAD, the next condition was a free SWELL in a PBS bath,

intended to allow fluid to passively enter the disc and restore disc

hydration and T2 time. While the disc took in water, as supported by

the increased disc height and area in the SWELL condition, surprisingly,

the T2 time was not recovered as was expected. This observation

leads to speculation about possible changes in water and tissue orga-

nization impacting T2 time as correlations between T2 time and water

content37,47–53 have been previously established.

Previous MRI and benchwork has shown T2 time correlates with

water37,47–53 and proteoglycan content,48–53 with some work sug-

gesting the impact of additional factors including collagen con-

tent,37,48,53,54 collagen alignment,37,54 and matrix organization.37

Therefore, the first LOAD condition may have caused structural and/or

macromolecule compositional changes that impacted the T2 time and

were not recoverable with disc rehydration alone. Although, we have

no explanation for this result and it was not expected, the result is
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likely important as it was experimentally repeatable. This finding war-

rants future investigation.

Despite the T2 time reduction with LOAD and subsequent condi-

tions, the porcine T2 times evaluated are approximately two times the

magnitude of those measured for healthy human disc,36 such that the

T2 times in the LOAD and SWELL conditions would still be considered,

from a clinical perspective, to be healthy, hydrated discs.

4.5 | Imposed stress and opening pressure
relationship

The relationship between imposed stress and disc OP has been

assessed in other models and species, summarized in

Figure 8A.22,29,33,58 All studies show a highly linear relationship

between applied axial stress and disc OP, but with variations in slope

and intercept. These variations could potentially be attributed to varia-

tions across species in disc and nucleus size,46 composition, and pres-

ence of notochordal cells in the NP, as well as disc health33

and methodological differences such as loading mechanism,18,29

method for calculating disc area,19,33,46 and method for assessing

OP. Since human OP has been directly measured in vivo,22,43 the rela-

tionship between OP and axial stress is useful to choose a representa-

tive axial load in a cadaveric experiment. Unfortunately, the variation in

the OP/stress relationship between studies means that population-spe-

cific OP/stress measurements are likely required for study design. If

the OP/stress relationship is obtained from prior work, the closest

available match of species, age, and loading mechanism should be used.

In addition to comparing the OP/stress relationship across spe-

cies, we further sought to assess the correlation of the linear fit slope

and intercept with the proteoglycan (GAG) and water content by spe-

cies (Figure 8B,C).9 The GAG and water content values are taken from

Beckstein+2008, a study independent of the OP/stress evaluations.

We found that the OP/stress slope had a trending correlation

(p = 0.06) with both nucleus GAG content and water content; inter-

estingly, the correlations were in opposing directions (Figure 8B). A

higher OP/stress slope was associated with increasing GAGs, but with

decreasing water content. The OP/stress intercept did not exhibit sig-

nificant trends with nucleus GAG or water content (p > 0.4,

Figure 8C). These results collectively indicate the disc responsiveness

to load, indicated by the OP/stress linear fit slope, increases with

higher nucleus GAG content and lower water content.

For the stress and opening pressure relationship comparisons,

there were several differences between studies that should be consid-

ered: firstly, the present study was conducted in independent seg-

ments while all others were serial assessments on the same segments.

For studies that provided the nominal load (N), the imposed stress

was calculated as load divided by the disc area (Equation (2)). Reitma-

ier+201322 conducted experiments in live animals while all other

studies were conducted in cadaveric samples. Additionally, the sheep

disc area was not provided in Reitmaier+201322 and was therefore

assumed from O'Connell + 2007.46 Despite variations across studies,

they all show relatively consistent trends.

4.6 | Recommendations to restore in vivo disc
condition

For human cadaver experiments, the specimens arrive in the SPINE

state, with the changes from LIVE to SPINE generally unknown. Impor-

tantly, this study quantified increases in disc height and area from LIVE

to SPINE states, ideally these changes should be minimized by applying

an axial load such that the experimental reference state closely mimics

the LIVE disc state. However, replicating the LIVE disc state, may not be

important for all research questions and should be considered by

investigators based on their study goals.

F IGURE 8 (A) Relationship
between applied stress and NP
opening pressure across studies
and species all in the lumbar
spine. (B) NP GAG and water
content by species from
Beckstein+ 2008 were compared
to the (B) linear regression slopes
and (C) linear regression
intercepts for each study.
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We found that allowing the segment to free swell (SWELL), then

imposing an axial stress of 0.22 ± 0.11 MPa (LOAD 2) resulted in recov-

ery of disc height and width (TORSO:LOAD height and width differences

both <1%). From the imposed OP/stress relationship we found that

an applied stress of 0.27 ± 0.07 MPa recovers in vivo disc pressuriza-

tion. Combining all outcomes, we recommend allowing the segment

to swell under load with an imposed axial stress of 0.20–0.33 MPa for

optimizing the recovery of in vivo, LIVE disc geometry and OP in the

minipig model. The applied stress needed will likely vary for human

and other large animal species; however, prior OP studies can be used

to compute the stress required to recover LIVE disc parame-

ters.18,22,29,33,58 As noted above, despite loading and swelling

attempts to recover disc parameters, the T2 time was not recoverable

to LIVE values.

4.7 | Study limitations

This study is not without limitations. The LIVE condition was assessed

under anesthesia in a supine position which minimizes active muscle

forces and reduces spinal load; therefore, the live, active animal may

experience greater spinal loads, multiaxial loading, and constraints

from surrounding spinal structures.35 The LIVE and TORSO conditions

were evaluated at body temperature, while all subsequent conditions

were evaluated at room temperature. The specimen temperature con-

tributes to the osmotic pressure; however, the temperature contribu-

tion was assumed to be of significantly less magnitude than the

pressure contribution from the physical load on the disc. As the TORSO

OP could not be assessed through the thick porcine back, an incision

was required to access the disc. However, it is likely that any loss of

stress due to the incision was very small compared to that imposed by

the larger structures and intact physical constraints containing the

spine. Lastly, the UNLOAD condition was preceded by LOAD of varying

magnitude (0.11–0.74 MPa) which could have impacted the subse-

quent UNLOAD OP measurement. However, regardless of the LOAD,

within the evaluated range, the UNLOAD disc was equivalent to the

POTTED disc.

5 | CONCLUSION

In the present study we quantified the changes in disc geometry

(structure), T2 relaxation time (composition), and OP (mechanical

function) to enable development of preloading protocols that establish

the in vivo disc reference state prior to mechanical testing or other

assessments. Intervertebral disc geometry, T2 time, and OP are

altered by progressive dissection, specimen preparation, and imposed

loading conditions. In cadaveric studies, it is important to mitigate

these changes to ensure that specimens best represent the in vivo

condition and so that study outcomes can be interpreted with respect

to the live, in vivo condition. In this minipig model, an imposed axial

stress of 0.20–0.33 MPa successfully recovered in vivo, LIVE disc

geometry and OP. We recommend assessing the OP/stress

relationship for study specimens and using this relationship to guide

the applied stress needed to recover the LIVE disc state.
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